How To Save Hundreds Of Dollars
On Your Next Hot Water Bill...
Let’s not sugar-coat the cold, hard truth...
The electricity companies are robbing us all blind.
And with the Australian Government’s new carbon tax on the way, our electricity bills are only going
to keep going up... despite budgets all over the country already stretched to breaking point.
In fact, if you’re like the average Aussie household, a significant portion of your electricity bill comes
from heating your hot water – most of which isn’t even used before it cools down again. What a
waste of money!
But don’t worry...there is a solution.

Yes... You Can Stop Throwing Away
Your Hard-Earned Wages...
And no - I’m not talking about LPG (Liquid Petroleum Gas), which is almost as expensive as electricity
(even before you factor in the crazy installation price), just as bad for the environment, and dumps an
unsightly gas tank right on your front lawn...
Nor am I talking about the Australian Government’s latest darling, solar energy. Because as much as
the Australian Government would love you to spend at least $6 000 (with no available rebate) on a
renewable energy source... solar technology isn’t anywhere near the stage of being a cost-effective
alternative, taking between 5 and 8 years before the average household breaks even.
In fact, solar energy is so expensive the Government has had to ban the old-style “hot water heaters”
from January, 2012 in a desperate bid to make hard-working Aussie families sink money into this
overpriced (and underpowered!) technology.
Australia needs a solution...
A method of heating hot water that’s easy to install, efficient, and cost-effective.
And as of now... that solution has arrived.

1300 550 490

www.gleamoushotwater.com.au

Introducing Gleamous...

Australia’s Solution To Continuous, On-Demand Hot Water...
Using technology perfected in cutting-edge research and development laboratories – and rolled out
to millions of homes in Asia, Europe, the USA, and more – Gleamous systems heat water as it’s on
the way to your tap... ensuring you’re only paying for the piping hot water you’re actually using.
It’s revolutionary approach to heating has allowed millions to slash their electric hot water bills by up
to 40% (or more!)... for as little as a one-time payment of $99 (plus installation).
Whether you live in a one-bedroom studio apartment or a sprawling luxury home, there’s sure to be a
Gleamous solution perfectly suited to your needs and situation.
And get this...
If you’re interested in joining Australia’s newest power bill-slashing sensation, it honestly couldn’t be
easier...
All you have to do is phone our friendly, qualified team for a free, no-strings-attached talk about
which solution is most cost-effective for you and your family.
There’ll be no pitching... no selling... and no pressure...
Just a friendly chat about what you can do to put more money in your pocket at the end of each
week.
So don’t wait a moment longer...

Call Us Right Now...

And See Just How Easy It Is To Slash Your Hot Water Costs For Yourself!

1300 550 490

www.gleamoushotwater.com.au

